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1.0 Introduction 

This report is the output of walkover of the section of the Cringle Brook owned 

by Buckminster Estates on 4th March 2021. The site visits were undertaken by 

Tim Jacklin of the Wild Trout Trust, Nicola Craven of Lincolnshire Rivers Trust 

and Matt Parr of the Environment Agency with additional input from Rebecca 

Carter (Anglian Water), David Hutchinson (Environment Agency) and Douglas 

Williams (Buckminster Estates). Comments in this report are based on 

observations on the day of the site visit and discussions with the 

abovementioned. 

Normal convention is applied throughout the report with respect to bank 

identification, i.e. the banks are designated left hand bank (LHB) or right hand 

bank (RHB) whilst looking downstream. 

2.0 Overview 

The Cringle Brook rises a short distance to the west of Buckminster and flows 

in a north-easterly direction for approximately 13km to join the River Witham 

at Great Ponton. The 3.2-km section owned by Buckminster Estates is on the 

headwaters of the brook from its source to approximately where the Viking 

Way crosses. The overall classification under the Water Framework Directive 

for 2019 is Moderate (Waterbody GB105030051560, Cringle Brook, Upper). 

3.0 Habitat Assessment 

The reach of the Cringle Brook inspected is in the upper reaches of the 

catchment and a small watercourse. The habitat within the channel is 

generally poor because of past modification for land drainage; it has been 

straightened and deepened, resulting in little variation in flow pattern or 

depth. The riverbed lacks coarser sediment (gravel) and is dominated by the 

clay substrate or overlying fine sediment.  

The surrounding land use is low intensity, comprising grassland, woodland and 

wide buffers alongside arable fields. The entire reach inspected falls within an 

area which has been in a Higher Level Stewardship agreement since 2010. 

Apart from the sources noted below, it is difficult to find fault with the way the 

land here is managed in terms of protecting the water quality of the brook 

from diffuse pollution. Despite this, the colour of the water on the day of the 

visit (as can be seen in the photographs) indicates fine sediment input from 
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somewhere – possibly sources further upstream or perhaps from the clay bed 

and banks of the heavily modified brook channel. Two significant sources and 

pathways for fine sediment were observed in the form of vehicle tracks on the 

sloping valley sides (Photo 1, Photo 5), both towards the downstream end of the 

reach. 

About halfway along the reach is an ornamental lake around which the brook 

has been diverted, with an adjustable feed into the lake and outflow back to 

the brook (Photo 10 - Photo 12). Upstream of the intake to the lake the brook is 

impounded for approximately 250 m (Photo 13). 

Small brooks are important spawning and nursery habitat for trout, with adults 

running upstream into them and their offspring growing on in a relatively safe 

environment, then dropping back downstream to populate the larger 

watercourses. However, the habitat which supports this is often damaged by 

modification of the brook and/or made inaccessible by barriers to fish 

movement. 

Here on the upper Cringle, the straightening of the channel and lowering of 

the riverbed has stripped away coarser sediment (gravel) which is the vital 

spawning medium for trout. This has occurred through direct removal or the 

gravel washing away in the higher energy flows generated in the modified 

channel. Barriers to fish movement often occur where there is a step in the 

riverbed, such as a weir or culvert, and some examples of this are noted below 

in the photographs below. 

Addressing these issues is not simply a case of easing fish passage at barriers 

and replacing gravels. For suitable spawning habitat to be created, the 

modifications to the brook channel need to be reversed to restore the river 

processes which ensure gravel remains in place and silt-free. This obviously 

diminishes the land drainage function of the modified channel and the 

consequences of this for adjacent land need to be considered as part of a 

habitat improvement project. 

Such a project could involve raising the bed level of brook to bring it closer to 

the valley (floodplain) floor and lengthening its course with meander bends 

and multi-threaded channels. Filling in the over deepened drainage channel 

would lift the water back up into the landscape and allow the brook to 

reconnect with its floodplain as well as its coarse sediment (gravel) supply. 
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This would create a wetter corridor within the landscape and habitat features 

like wet flushes, wetlands and bogs, rather than deep ditches and a dry 

floodplain. These habitats are rare in the UK and provide improved biodiversity 

as well as fine sediment trapping and water quality benefits. The retention of 

natural woody material within the channels and floodplain (or its introduction) 

would add to the habitat value and promote sediment retention and floodplain 

connection. An example of a similar project can be found here 

www.jbaconsulting.com/knowledge-hub/one-of-the-first-restoration-

schemes-of-its-kind-in-the-uk/ and a more local example is given in Section 

4.0. 

 

http://www.jbaconsulting.com/knowledge-hub/one-of-the-first-restoration-schemes-of-its-kind-in-the-uk/
http://www.jbaconsulting.com/knowledge-hub/one-of-the-first-restoration-schemes-of-its-kind-in-the-uk/
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Figure 1 Map of the reach inspected with reference locations for photographs below. 
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Photo 1 Crossing the brook at the downstrean end of the reach is The Drift – a track with public right of way (and part of the 

Viking Way long distance trail). Vehicle use of the track is creating a significant fine sediment pollution source to the brook. 

 

Photo 2 Drainage from the above track into the brook. 
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Photo 3 The culvert under the track is a potential barrier to fish movement 

 

Photo 4 A poplar plantation (south bank) and wide, shaggy margin (north bank) provide good buffering from cultivated fields 

here. Large woody material is present here in the channel improving what is generally poor in-stream habitat resulting from past 

channel straightening and deepening. 
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Photo 5 The sloping track at Gorse Plantation is a potential source and pathway of fine sediment to the brook and may benefit 

from cross drains to interept and divert runoff into the woodland or rough grass areas. 

 

Photo 6 Culvert pipes are a potential barrier to fish passage and should be set low, avoiding a drop at the downstream end and 

allowing a natural river bed to develop through the pipes. 
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Photo 7 A wide margin alongside the brook with varied vegetation provides a good buffer from the track and cultivated field. 

 

Photo 8 The brick culvert is an obstacle to free fish movement. Raising the downstream bed and water level with a woody 

structure or cobble ‘riffle’ would ease fish passage here. 
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Photo 9 Low intensity land use on both banks here provides good protection for the brook. 

 

Photo 10 The lake is fed by water diverted from the brook. The amount of fine sediment carried by  the brook is evident from the 

colour of the water. 
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Photo 11 The engineered brook channel around the lake. 

 

Photo 12 Off-take structure supplying water to the lake (via left channel). 
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Photo 13 The brook is impounded by the lake off-take structure for 250m upstream. 

 

Photo 14 Woodland and grass rides – low intesity land use alongside the brook. 
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Photo 15 View downstream from Sproxton Road. The scour pool and retention of large cobbles show how higher flows are 

pinched through the culvert here. 

 

Photo 16 Sproxton Road culvert (seen from upstream) – a potential barrier to fish movement. 
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Photo 17 View upstream from Sproxton Road. More intensive arable land use is evident beyond this point. Further investigation 

of sediment pathways and and mitigation measures is recommended upstream of this point. 
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4.0 Recommendations 

• Address the fine sediment issues arising from the vehicle tracks. For the 

track in Photo 5 the measures that could be used include cross-drains 

diverting drainage to the woodland or grassland areas and installation 

of hard standing.  

The track in Photo 1 may be outside the control of the Estate if it is a 

public right of way. It is however a significant fine sediment input to the 

brook which would be difficult to mitigate without reducing the evident 

heavy use by vehicles. More information is required and a solution 

should be sought. 

• Look upstream of this reach (above Sproxton Road) for agricultural 

diffuse water pollution issues and measures to tackle these. Support for 

this using a specialist advisor may be available via Lincolnshire Rivers 

Trust (contact Nicola Craven nicola.craven@lincsrivers.org.uk tel. 07895 

423983). 

Unfortunately, similar LiDAR mapping to that used in the upper Witham 

reports is not available for this area. 

• Raise bed and water levels downstream of the culverts noted above to 

facilitate fish passage. This could be achieved by installing woody 

structures and/or riffles constructed from stone of a sufficient size not 

to move in floods (the size of material in Photo 15 provides a good guide). 

• Install some ‘natural flood management’ (NFM) structures in the channel 

in selected locations (Photo 18 - Photo 19). These structures baffle higher 

flows and promote spillage onto the floodplain, the intention being to 

‘slow the flow’ and retain water in low flood risk areas to protect higher 

flood risk areas downstream. Whilst this may not be a priority within the 

Cringle catchment, the structures would to an extent address the poor 

channel habitat, for example by reducing flow energy and promoting 

coarse sediment retention. 

 

mailto:nicola.craven@lincsrivers.org.uk
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Photo 18 A common natural flood management ‘leaky dam’ design to slow higher flows. This type is not recommended because 

of the propensity to block, and to erode out at the edges. Also if sited within an incised channel the NFM benefit (promoting more 

floodplain flow) is minimal. 

 

Photo 19 A better design: angled across the channel and raised at the upstream end. Debris is funnelled to the downstream 

corner preserving an open low-flow pathway. Tendency for bank erosion is reduced.

 

✓ 
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• Consider a more ambitious restoration to raise the bed level of the 

brook, create meanders and/or a multi-threaded channel within a 

better-connected floodplain comprising wetland / wet woodland habitat. 

It may be possible to do this in areas such as upstream of the lake 

(which is already impounded) and alongside Jackson’s Plantation 

without compromising existing land use; a more extensive project may 

be possible if tracks, crossings, field boundaries, etc. could be relocated. 

Further investigation and feasibility study would be required, taking into 

consideration flood risk (e.g. to Sproxton Road), land use 

considerations, utilities, etc. Funding for initial optioneering may be 

available from the Environment Agency via Lincolnshire Rivers Trust or 

Wild Trout Trust. 

A project example is illustrated below (Photo 20 - Photo 22) and can be seen 

in aerial photography shortly after completion here 

https://goo.gl/maps/DRzqFG3yWCuBAKZ67 . This took place on the 

Nettleham Beck at Riseholme near Lincoln and involved excavation of 

shallow scrapes and multi-threaded channels on the floodplain, raising 

the bed level of the existing straight channel (with gravels arising from 

floodplain excavations) and installation of woody structures to 

encourage flow across the floodplain routes. The extent of floodplain 

connection varies according to flow volumes in the beck. Pre and post-

project monitoring of upstream water levels has been carried out and 

has shown no additional backwater effect as a result of the project. This 

is because, despite the bed raising and woody ‘dams’, there is sufficient 

flow conveyance capacity across the wide floodplain area to avoid raising 

upstream water levels. 

 

https://goo.gl/maps/DRzqFG3yWCuBAKZ67
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Photo 20 Riseholme project: a woody ‘dam’ within the existing channel assists in pushing flow into alternative floodplain 

pathways. (Picture credit: Matthew Parr). 

 

Photo 21 Riseholme project: floodplain flow pathways (former main channel to the right of picture). (Picture credit: Matthew 

Parr). 
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Photo 22 Riseholme project: diffuse floodplain flows (Picture credit: Matthew Parr). 
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5.0 Disclaimer 

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any loss 
or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any other 

person, company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting, upon 
guidance made in this report. 

 


